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::r. Introduction 

Because the stakes are so high with public programs, hoth with regard 

to monetar.y expenditures and to achieving various social goals, evaluation 

of public programs (as an aid to implementation) has assumed an evermore 

prominent role during the past, say, fifteen years. Using techniques and 

paradigms borrowed ,from diverse substantive and methodological areas of 

"'Ollcern, "evaluatiun" has cllIcrguu us a somewhat strmlgc amalgam. Nol:icc-

ubly lacking, vrothfnlt-, urc unHyJ.ng theories, constructs and puradigms 

derlved for and dc>sC'riptivc of ('va] Imeion i t8('1 r. Our gonl in this paper 

Is to offer two simt>lc constructs related to evaluating an evaluation, 

noth constructs nrc motivated by our decision-oriented interpretation of 

evaluation,derived from the following logic: 

1. Evaluation is d process that produces information; 

2. Information is useful ortly to the extent thnt it informs decisions; 

3. A decision is an irrevocable allocation of resources;l 

4. Thus, evaluation is a process that produces information to assist 

in the allo~ation of resources, 

C\\ In the first construct We pl.ace the decision--"evalllat~1t or lido not evnlUatc"--

within a very simple decision tree. We bc1.ieva'~that ,severnl intrinsic prol)
::: 

erties of evaluations nrc elucidated even by this most simple of examples. 

And, even though the !:"xllll1pl~ is borrowed (from operations research) and 

Siml)1(', We show that 1l 11-1 6tl'ucturnlly n ,Sel'\crnlizlltion of the popul<1r 

"two-aJ"ternntive-hypothesis" evnluation design so often seen in the evaluation 

literature. ~\ile our first construct is conceptual (hot operational) in 

nature and focuses on ll'priOri analysis of one or more proposed evaluation 

designs, OUt second construct deals with realistic issues to be addressed 
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in evaluating conductad evaltw tions. Our concern here is motivated in large 

part by our observation that those who critique evaluations tend to do so with 

a narrow technical focus: "H:lH tIll' L test curried out properly? Are the 

statistical procedures designcu tn such .1 way 80 as to be biased in favor 

of proving the null hypothesis?" Our message here too is simple: just as 

programs are to be evaluated comprehensively - involving an integrated 

analysis of program inputs, processes and outcomes - so too evaluations should 

be evaluated comprehensively - involving analys:1~ of evaluation inputs, pto- ~ 
cesses and outcomes. We suggest an illustrative set of evaluation inputs, 

-tN-
processes and outcomes; reflecting~r decision point of view, the outcomes 

are decisions influenced by information provided by the evaluation. 
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'I'll<.' dC'dsion-lnf'1ucmdng rolt' of :In eVlllulltnr Clln be si.mply demonstrated 

by recourse to a f"lvorit" pruhlem of opcr'ltionsresearch 1~ involving thl:! 

buyer of a used car. We describe this problem and its solution not because 

it incorporates all tha subtleHcs and ambiguities of an actual evaluative 

setting, but because it does not: it contains a very simplified abstraction 

of several basic elements of the evaluation process; by studying the abstrac-

don, we can hopefuHy gain insight for more complex situations. 

We consider an individual faced with a resource allocation problem. Sh" 

wants to purchase a used car and simultaneolJsly wnnts to minimize expected 

costs. She decides to purchase her cnr from Avertz Car Rent, which sells 

its fleet of one-year old cars each September. Upon entering the Avert:z 

lot she gazes upon a virtually limitless flupply or used cars, each one-itf 

~t-6 $4,000. While these cars all appcnr identical to our prospective 

car buyer, previous buyers have discovered thnt one third are in fact lemons; 

each lemon will require an additional $2,000 of repair costs. the remairting 

two-thirds are peaches reqUiring no repair costs. To our happy (haplese.1) 

car buyer, lemons a)ld peaches are indistingubhable. 

Our car buyer knows of of an evaluator of used cars who, for $200, will 

examine a car and pronounce it either a peach or a lemon. But like all 

evaluators, this evaluator is imperfect: he correctly identifies 90 percent 

of lemons and 80 percent of lleachC's. (these facts regl1rding the evaluator's 

performance were made availablu free of chl1rga by the Independent Association 

of Evaluators of Evaluaturs). 

If the eValul1tor is employed and if he says "lemon" for fl given car, 

our car buyer d .. o.cideR 110 t to buy Lhn t Nn· btl t to fW lee t 11110 ther one I1nd ~ 

I 
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htlvc that Oil" cvnll1ated' (yes., nt an additional cost of $200); This process 

continues until the evaluator first says "peach," at which time our Cllr 

buyer buys that particular car. 

Here is the decision question: Should the car buyer hir~l!le eVllll1ntor'l 

Decision Tree Analysis 

'l'he answer to the questJon nbove can be determined by analyzing the 

decision tree shown in Figure 1. The car buyer has two options: OptiClO A, 

buy the car directly; or Option a, hire the evaluatu'r. Under Option A, 

there are two possible consequences: with a probability of 1/3, the pur-

chased car is a lemon, requiring a total of $4000 (purchaQe) plus $2000 

(for repairs); with a probability of 2/~the purchased car is a peach, 

requiring a tocal cost of only $4000. The expected cost of Option A is 

thus 

CA = ~(6000) + ~(4000) = $4667. 

Under Option B, there is still a 1/3 chance that nny cnr examined "i11 he 

a lemon and a 2/3 chance that 1t will be a peach. Suppose first that the 

car is a lemon. If the evaluator errs and pronounces the car a peach, 

then the car buyer must pay $4000 (purchase) plus $200 (evaluat!l)n fee) 

plus $2000 (repairs) • $6200. If on the other hand the evaluator correctly 

identifies the lemon, tht:n the car buyer avoids buying that defective car, 

but at a cost of $200 for the evaluative information. Moreover, the car 

buyer must go back to the car lot and select another car for testing, in 

effect restarting "from ground ze.ro" \iith Option 1~. If Cn is the expected 

total cost aSsociated with Option n (total cost including car purchase, 

r~pair, and evaluator's fee), then the car buyer when she hears Illemon" 

pr()nounced associl1ces w:Lth that pronollllcl'tntent $200 (for the. 'lmm~di:\I:e rcc) 

plus an expected llddftional fu~urt\ COBt of en (ro," v.,oll1g bock to ground zero'); 

... 
" 
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DECISION TltEll ANALYSIS FOR USE)) GAR BUYER 

Cost Conseguences 

~Lemon ---.. --------------------- if 4000+2000 ~ 6000 

~~~i~:rA~ircctly ~ ;------------------------------------------4000 

POllt'h snys Rehire evaluator Cn+200 
~l~mon with another co, 

""" 1/10 says I Buy car 

~
I .... Lemon pench 

Option n: . 
Hire Csr Evaluator 2/ says Rehire evaluHtor i4 00 

lemon with another car Cn+2 Peach 

6200 

says I Buy car I 
peach I.. ___ ---l. 

4200 

C.! (6000) +1 (4200) • $4667 
A 3 3 

0B • i [l~ (~+ 200) + l~' (6200)] ~ (Cn + 200) + ~ (4200) 

Cn = $4470 

Figure 1 

------'----------------------------------~---~----------------.... -------------..... -----..:..----.----------------"'-----------"'-~--~-~ 
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Similar logic yields, for the case in which the examined car is a peach, a coSt 

of $4200 when the evaluator says "peach" and $200 + Cn when the evaluator says 

"lemon." Combin1.ng all these cos ts with the appropria te probabilities, one ob tains 

a linear equation for the unknown CS' 

- 1 9 - 1 2 1 - 4 (4 )] Cn - 3 [10 (Cn + 200) + ~ (6200)] + 3 [5 (CB + 200) + 5 200 

Solving this equation, we obtain 

Cn - $4470. 

If the car buyer is willing to compare the two alternatives on a basis of expected 

monetary cost, then option B ("hire the ev,-luator") saves the car buyer an expected 

amount equal to $4667 - 4470 = $197. Thus, a "rational decidon maker," using 

expected monetary value as a decision criterion, would have an evaluation pC'rformed 

to reduce uncertainty and risk about the ultimate decision ~ in this case purchasing 
) 

a car. 

One can continue to onalyze the decision tree under a number of different assump

tions to gain further insight. For instance, if the evaluator were perfect (Le., 

never made errors) yet charged the same fee, then the expected cost of option B 

would be 

implying 

-' CB • $4300. 

- , 
In this case the potential expected savings when compnred to option A is C

A 
~ Cn 

= $367. Since the expected savings with .the imperfect evaluator is only $197, we 

may conclude that ($367 - $197) =: $170 "is the amount of potentlql savings lost due 
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to Imperfections of the originally described evaluator. One could continue the . 
analysis by asking the following question: "What is the maximum that the car 

buyer should ever be willing to pay the evaluator?" Clearly, when the cost of 

option B (eS) exceeds the cost of option A (CA), then evaluation is no longer 

the preferred option. By setting On equal to CA and letting the evaluator's fcc.> 

be nn unknown quantity, sny x, wu can determine the maximum nmuunt we should be 

willing to pay. For the case of the perfect evaluator, this computation is 

1 2 = CA = $4667 = '3 (4667 + x) + 3 (4000 + x); 

solving for x, we obtain x = $455 as the maximum fee that w, should ever be Will-ij 

ing to pay the perfect evaluator. A similar analysis for the imperfect evaluator V 

yields a maximum fee of $318. In general, the amount one is willing to pay for 

au evaluation decreases as the quality of the information produced by the evalua

tion decrelses. 

Looking back a~ the analysis we see that the information provided free of 

charge about the evaluator's performance was of value to the decisio~maker; one 
...... 

could recast the enti"!;! decision tree allowing for a payment to obtain that in for-

matioti (Le., paying for information which is essentially an evaluation of the 

evaluator). 

If our car buyer had selected option B with the imperfect evaluator and if 

she had bec:n "unlUcky," with pronouncements of three "lemons" followed by "peach," 

when in fact the last car turned out to be a lemonl the final cost would have 

been 4 x ($200) • $800 (evaluator's fees) + $4000 (purchase) + $2000 (repair) = 

$6800, much greater than CA • $4667. Retrospectively) someone evaluating her 

actions might ssy that she selected unwisely. But any such "Monday morning 

quarterbacking" must be done from the pet:spcctive of the decision.-maker's 

information profile at the tim~ the decision wa~ made; from this point of view, 
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she still made the correct dt:cision.* The key points of this exercise can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. The decision to evaluate is itself an allocation of resources which 
can only be justified if the cxpcetC'd bl'n(.'f1ts outweigh the eXpl!etl'u 
costs of the evaluation. 

2. Imperfection of an evaluator reduces the expected benefit of the 
evaluation. 

3. However, even imperfect information (if not "too imperfect") is better 
than no information. 

4. In certain instancesJit is a rational allocation of resources to spend 
money to evaluate an evaluator. 

5. Retrospective analysis of a decision must be based on the decision 
maker's informati.on profile at the time of the decision, not on 
:nformation that subsequently became knawn. 

CO"llparison with a Classical Paradigm 

While the car buyer example mny seem a bit far fatched nnd oversimplified, 

it actually contains the structure inilercnt in evury classical tWD-altarnative-

hypothesis evaluatian. Suppose a governmental agency is deciding whether or not 

to implement a particular program. If the prDgram is implemented, Dnly two. out-

\~. 
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Statement 0: "The program ie likely to have no effect," 

or 

Statement 1: "The program is likely to have a beneficial 
effect." 

If th~ evaluator is hired nnd eventually says Stnt~ment 0, th0n the ogency 

decides ~ to implement th.u program; if the evaluator says Statement 1, then 

the agency goes ahead with the program implementation. 

Like any evaluator, the hired evaluator is imperfect. If in fact Ha is the 

true stnte of affairs, there is a probability a that the evaluator errs and says ~ 

that the program is likely to have an effect. If in fact HI is the true state 

of affairs, there is a probability 13 tll3t the evaluator errs and says that the . 
program is likely to ha\re no effect. 

The decisian structure above is depicted in Figure 2. It is identic~l to 

that of the used car buyer example, except that it is simpler! There is no 

mechanism here for "repeatedly selecting new and different programs," analagous 

to repeated sampling of cars. 

carnes are possible: We can complete this structuring of the 2-hypothesis evaluation by imposirtg 

Ha: the program has no. effect 

HI: the program has a beneficial effecttt* 

From all relevant information, the governmental agency assesses the likelihood of 

"0 to be PO; the likelihood of HI is PI - 1 - PO' The ag~ncy has the option of 

either implementing the program directly (and enduring "np~ure's coin flip" accord

ing to the probabilities Po and PI) or conunissioning an evaluation, the outcome of 

which will be one of two statements: 

*Givctl £.lxpect~d monetllry Vlllul' us the c1(1cif.don l'rlt(.'lrlon. 

**For Himplicity of presentation, we nrc ignoring ncnntlvc effects of the progrnm. 

/ 

an appropriate cost structure. Suppose we define costs as follows: 

C - cost of implementing the program (in dollars) 

B - sociQtul benefit of the progrnm, expressed in 
dl)llur!4, glVl'll thtle HI is the true state of affairs.* 

F - fee of. the ~vlllulltor 

*It is assumed that the societal bellefit is 0 if the program is implemented and 
HO is true. 

_----'---______________ ----'---___ --:II .... ~ ______ .... _.1... __ ..J. _____ -----.... -----~---d---__ --------.... --~-.A.i.-~-.-"" .. ~ ~-- ~ 
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Then the costs associated with each of the six alternative olltcomes showri in 

Figure 2 are shown in the right-most column in Figure 2. For example, c-n is the 

net program cost (implementation cost minus so,~1etal benefits) if HI is true and 

no evaluator is employed; presumably B > C, so that c-n < O. F+c-n is the analo

gous cost for the situation in which an evaluator is hired and correctly deduces 

that Hl is true. If, on the other hand, the evaluator falsely rejects HI' ther~ 

is a fee of F incurred plus an "opportunity loss" of n~c (due to the fact that 

Rociety will not gain its net benefit of B-C which is possible by implementing 

the program). 

An~lyzing the two options, the expected cost of option A is 

c = C - (1 - P )B 
A 0 

The expected cost of option n, ignoring opportunity loss, is 

Here, if Cn < CA' then it makes sense to hire the evaluator who has conditional 

error probabilities of a and e for HO and HI' respectively • To determine the 

maximum fee (F ) that we should ever pay the evaluator, we ·solve for F • F max max 

when setting en • CA' The result is 

We have thus shown how one can analyze the two-hypothesis evaluation that one so 

oft~n sees in the literature by utilizing n simplo doclMion troe structure, incor

porating Bayesian probability estimates, costs of alternative outcome~ (expressed 

in commensurate terms), and the evaluator's performance characteristicli and fee. 

lIere, of course, ct is the cO'lditional probllbJ IHy or 1I "Type 1. error" lind reopreaents 

the "]uvt'l of sign'ificonce" of the evaluation lest(s) Whl!n in fact ItO is true; ~ is 
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the condltionnl probability of:1 "'J'yPC 2 error." Nudl of tilt' t'riticiHm of Hfll1l,1(1 

2-hypothesis evaluation structures can be placed in this framework, including 

biaSing of an experimental design in favor of "proving tho null hypothesis," not: 

recognizing the costs of evaluation. errors, not including the cost of the evaluation 

In actual evaluation settings, life is almost always more complicated th:m 

th~t depicted above. Costs and benefits of a program are difficult to estimate 

accurately prior to implementation and rarely can be expressed in commensurate 

terms. Often there nrc more thnn Cwn possible "stntes nf nnture." The eV:lluntor 

OMY offer n t'angl~ of fees, (,:I('h nm~odlltod with C1 til frert'nt 1'( lind (~. Or, til(' 

evaluator's findings may be construrtivc, leading to an improved program deSign 

aad thUB to one or more successive stages of the decision tree. Even with slIch 

complications, the insights provided, first by the numerical 

"d b " 1 use car uyer cxamp e, an~ se('ond by the generic Bayesian hypothesis testing 

example, are valuablet~~nins to ba~, one"~ thinking, about the decision 

evaluate or not to evaluate. 

Why Evaluate Evaluations? 

to 

Evaluations are performed to provide information nbout a program to decision ~ 
Uvaluations of evaluations (EOE's) are performed to provide infdr

mation about an evaluation to a possiblD differ~nt set of decisionPmakers. Fot -
makers. 

instance, an EOE can provicie lUl indf..'pondcnt llRsessment for dCcis!on:makers of the 

fJulIlity of the informution prl'~Wlllt!l1 in till.' llVtl1l1ution. 'l'hlH would enhance the 

extent of "informedness" of til(! l·NltIlt1.ng Ul'C' lal ons, for a cost - the cost of the 

EOIL Clc<lrlY:If this ~'nRt ~X{·l\(.'dH Hnmc,' thrt:'Hhhold, HI'! I1lllrginul information vuiu(' 
~f'(,.(\~~ 

mny not be adequate to justify its eo~. In this context, the decision to perform 

an EOE is also an allocation of rasoUl.·Ce.s whit'lt 11I0Y or Inay not be justified at tl 

particular point in timo, given one's knowledge about the original evalUation, 
-k.,. 0'\, tf 

the program being evaluated~ in/the marginal cost and expected marginal infor-

mation contunt of the BOE. 
~~~ ____ ~ __ .... J. .......... ~ ....................................... --______ . _____ .~.:.....---______ I.· 
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While considerable attention has been given to the evaluation of programs, 

it is somewhat ironic that relatively little attention has been devoted to evalua

ting the evaluations (and the evaluators). Exceptions are Bernstein and Freeman 

(1975); Cuok and Gruder (1978); the U.S. Government of Accounting Office (1978a 

and 1978b); Minn~sota Systems Research Inc. (1973); Cook (1978); and Stufflebeam 

(1974). Many, perhaps most, analyses of evaluations have focussed on one sub-c1ement 

of the evaluation, namely the technical aspects of evaluation process) ~ as reflected, 

say, by the statistical methodology employed or the survey reseHrch methods used. 

'j'hJH Umited fOCUH creates t>robl~ntH l1n:tlogtius tu t.\tuse whIch wuuld O{'t.'l1r if lHll' 

~ l'onducted an evaluation of the program, exclusively eXllmining some part of program 

process, while ignoring program input, outcomes and other aspects of process. Ttrmr-, 

:In the same senSE that eval\tation o( programs requires the comprehensive analysis 

of program inputs, process, and outcome, so too evaluative study of evaluations 

requires analysis of evaluation inputs, process, and outcome. In this section, 

we layout the elements of such an approach. 

:, •. :. ' 
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Three Components of Evaluation 

Any evaluation is a process, having inputs and yielding outcomes,ag'~rlu&~~ 
d ~~~ 

ted ita iL-g tte-a-. l-t-f&-Quf'o<"'Contention··that Qny comprehensive fW&l\te~ 

€!V1tl1.fat±o.n should examine all three of these evaluation components. An examina

tion 0 f process alone may, for illS tnnce, verify exemplary -technique, bu t reveaia 

nothing about evaluation impact. A review of evaluation outcomes alone is not 

sufficient for explaining the causal mechanisms linking evaluation input through 

process to those outcomes; indeed, one who analyzes only outcomes is often hard

pressed to attribute outcolnes to the evaluation. An examination of inputs alone 

reveals little more than the collection of resources mustered to conduct the 

evaluation. We present below an initial listing of detailed elements 

comprising evaluation input, process, and outcome. Many of the items discussed 

under each heading have direot analogies in terms of tl d b le use car uyer problem; 

W~ leave it as a -reader option whether to develop or to ignore these analogies. 

___________ ~ ____ .....;.. __ ..:.... __ -------.o....--------........... ---------~-- _______ ~ 
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• may be considered to be an inventory of 

resources and methodologies brought t:o bear on the eva1uation,and the basic 

clements of the evaluation 'ro ram settil!1l. One proposed set of inputs is 
6.Jld 

sutntnnrized in l'able 1, Obvious 'inputs incluuo:.(>vnluution buuget (both 111 

absolute terms and ns a perccmtagu of progrllm budr,Qt), duration of the 

evaluation, timing of tlw {'Vlllunti.oll with n'~pN't ttl t11(> progrmn being 

evaluated, and skil1R (:1I1t1 ot\H'r lIttrihutC.'H) ur thl' ('vnluation personnu1. 

Despite the indisputnblc in~ortallc(> of lltesa items and despite the urgings 

of evaluators to consider \>rogram inpu ts during evaluations, few evaluatots 

themselves document these rudimentary evaluation inputs. Any comprehensive 

EOE is thwarted at an early stnge if these inputs arc not known. 

Other necessary inputs also listed in Table 1 include attributes of the 

program being evaluated ~nd its personnel (e.g., training and experience, 

determining their attitudes toward the evaluation), evaluation methodology 

and design~ audience or client group for the evaluation, and the pro

grammatic purpose of the evaluation. A-deecx:ipt±o~ of t!lta Gvaluation 
d~(,":lbc.. 

methodology and design should include not only the statistical procedures 

to be used to analyze data, but also the entire plan for considering progra~ 

inputs, process and outcomes. Moreover, it should especially indicate whuro 

alltl how Informut:iol1 gellerated by evaluat10n acLlv:1.ties ia to be fed buck 

to program staff for possible program modification; rules for such adaptive 

change, to the extent possible, should be stated explicitly a priori (I.e., . 
such rules for adaptation are themselves evaluation inputs). 

I 
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Table 1 

Proposed Inputs to an Evaluation 

Evaluation Inputs: An inventory of resources and methodologies brought to beai
on the evaluation and the baH:lc elements of the evaluation! 
program setting. 

(i) Budget or t'he evalnaH-on (and other material resources available to the 
evaluators). 

(ii) Duration oHhe-eva-luaticn. 

(iii) Timing -of-the-evalu6tion with respect to the program being evaluated. 

(iv) Attributes of evaluntion personnel (e.g., training, experience, "world 
view"). 

(v) Attributes of program personnel (e.g., experience, commitment, education). 
Pf'Ma~ 

(vi) 1\ Attributea of the progr..am,.baiag-evaluatQ(i (e .g., goals, substantive area 
of concern, client group). 

(vii) EvalUation methodolo~y and design. 

(viii) Audience. or "client group," or deeiaioft makers fax the eval:uati:en and 
purposes of the evaluation. 

(ix) Existing data and data limitations. 

(x) Underlying theoretical model (s) urut!vatiug t:l'lE~-.pX:08l'.QRl. 

(xi) The expected net: poH cy itrrp"r'O"1ement consequences bf tlie ew.l'1a.tioft. 

-

--------------------------------------------------~--------------~----.-~--------------------~--------~~~ • 

t. 
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The potential value of the evaluation will of course be affected by 

the quality and quantity of existing data, the cost of collecting additional 

data, and the possible evaluator/program interaction (and program contamina

tion) created by certain data collection activities. 

A primary input to the evaluation would be the aggregate social science 

knowledge that pertains to the program being evaluated expressed in the form 

of one or more causal models linking program inputs through process to 

Gesired outcome, It is stich l~utlsnl models that both guide the evaluators I 

activities and provide .1 thcorctlcnl struclurl! against \~hich to compare 

program operations, 

A final primary input to an evaluation is the expected extent of policy 

improvement to be obtaine y con uct ng le e . • d b d i tl valuation In tIle language of the 

used car buyer or the two-hypothesis evaluation example, this quantity is UB - "C"A' 

IfCB < CA,then the evaluation is expected to more than justify its costs by pro- ~ 

viding useful decision-qriented policy information '!'his illt6f"""*"'>-ls t:, lesd;,'D ,,' , 

towar~ an improved alloca tion of agency Ot" socie tal resources. If e
B 

:: CJ" then the \ 
'j , 

evaluation is not justified (given the validity of the decision tree anal}sis)I' Inl 

a more general sense )the quantity we are interested in is the "Prior Infol'tnaticm 

Value" of the evaluation. The prior information value (PIV) of nn evaluation is , 

is the expected policy improvC'lIIent consequence of the evaluation 

design, minus the expected costs of implementing the design. (Th.OMr'~6t1-, 1975) 

Here the policy improvement and the cost units must be compatible, a require~nt 
which should not be taken lightly in the complex field of evaluation. The mathe

matical operation of calculating expectation by averaging over all altelnative 

outcornes must be done before the evaluation is undertaken, in a fashion similar 

t '. 

" J 

j 
I 

;, : 
i 
i 
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thL to that demonstrated by eu.p two simple decision tree examples. This expec-

tation operation requires~nclusion of subjective probabilities over out-

comes as well as the policy utility of alternative outcomes. 

At this stage of evaluation research, the PIV as an input to an evaluation 

may be limited to a useful conceptual device. The estimation of the expected 

policy benefits of an evaluation and standardization of the benefits and 

costs is simply too difficult a task for all but the simplest situations, 

(where.~extremc simplicity was demonstrated, for in6tance; irr'our-et'll'±-iQ~ 

~wQ,-examp-l€s).,. This limita tion of the PIV concept does not, however, preclude 

its conceptional utility BR II nll'anS of addrNlsing the question of whether 

to evaluate :lnd of :'Wh'l'L111g LIlli npproprluLe l'Vlliullti()1l dCHigl1. 

The above list of evaluation lnputs is Illustrative; ltn1:i additional inputs 

eQuId readily be added. The key pOint, however, is that--analogous to a program-

each evaluation is characterized by a set of inputs which a priori can provide 

sig~ificant information to 1111 concerned parties regarding the potential 
I 

utility of the evaluation. 

in some instances either to 

Upon examination, it would not be inappropriate 
1m , 1Gt'rKn ~ I ~ 

require adjustment in inputs prior to ~Qrrying 

'&\:H! the evaluation or--if that is infel1sible--to reverse the decision to 

conduct the evaluation. For .. ret-l'6~ive-evaluation-Of,...a~valuatJ.oA., 

examination of evaluation inputs maY~lp explain disappointing or succe~sful , 
evaluation impact and/or process. 

Utiliza tion of evaluation inpu ts is $!val;~a.t~2!LE,rocess J Gr-,"'pat'alJ.elihg 

-ehe-idea--of--p-r-ogr-am. proceas •.• "one-eould-1:lay·~-thtlt:--evttlUtltioli ."r~ the 

actual conduct of the evaluation as compared with that planned in the evalulltion 

, U 

.. -"-~_~ __ ~_-'IIIl~..L._~ __ _ 
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design. One proposed set of components of evaluation process is given in 

Table 2. Again, this list is meant to be illustrative, not exhaustive. 

The importance of the first three items is self-explanatory. 

The next two items relate to the adaptability of the evaluation. First, one 

is interested in (iv) the extent to which information acquired during the evalua

tion is used to modify the allocation of evaluation resources. Is the evaiuation 
e ... 1\.. 

in a "strait jacket" design, or"tfo. the evaluators modify the design ira response to 
d';;olll)a'flJ:. C.lltJ rsc:. of 

information obtained '1'-4tt the evaluation? Adaptability may be reflected in 

elements of process evaluation such as the allocation of participant obsetvers 

and/or interviewers to .various parts of the program. Or it could relate to the 

sequential adaptive generation and testing of alternative hypotheses regarding 

program operation. Many evaluatlnns in 

and encouragement for adaptability, the 

practice are adaptive, but lacking rules 

evaluators in their reports are not e4er 

to describe this element of thei.T evaluation. A r(>lntod issue is (v)j the IIdnptivo-

V 

I 
.1 

I 

ness of the evaluation des'J gil In response 

For instance, during the operation of the 

to ehll" gos in t h" I' rug ram bei ng 0 •• 1 ua tod j l' 
program, nn employee strike cou1d occur, ) 

a new relevant law could be enClcted, or a citizcl1s' group could protest llg,liinslt 

some particular aspect of the program. To what extent is the evaluation jeopardized 

by such program changes and interruptions, and to what extent can it adapt to them? 

No evaluation design can stand impervious to all conceivable unforeseen chahges 

1n the program and its operating environment, but some are more Tububt than 

others. A chronological history of adaptions of the evaluation to changes in 

the program would seem to be a~ important part of evaluating evaluation process. 

$ • 

, 

.. 

.. 
d 
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I 
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Table 2 

Process Components of an Evaluation 

Evaluation proceas~ Actual conduct of the evaluation compared with that planrted 
in the evaluation design. 

(i) Types, intensity and frequency of interactions between evaluators and 
progtam staff members. 

(ii) Response of program staff and client groups to the presence of evaluators. 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
" 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

Extent to which \informatio!l1acquired1 dtlt"ing the-eve-1:ua-tien is fed back to 
program staff, perhaps modifying program procedures. 

Extent to which ~formatioQ7acquired18YriR8 .~he evaluat~ is used to 
modify the allocation of evaluation resources. 

Adaptiveness of evaluation design (i.e., capacity to respond to changes 
in the program) and his.tory of adaptat-ion«. 

Changes in personnel (e.g., evaluators, program staff, client groups 
of both program and evaluation). 

I . 
Methodology: the formal and informal processing of information leading 
to evaluative findings. 

Communication of fhaal Qvaluation findings. 

1 
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The next item is (vi») changes in personnel (e.g., evaluators, program 

staff, client groups of both the program and the evaluation). This is one of 

perhaps several internal unplanned changes in program or evaluation process. 
IS 

However, it appeaLS to Be a critical one, in that a turnover in one or more 

key persons in the evaluation or in the program can markedly affect the out-

t!unll's of both. Any evaluation hnving, ~J two or morc dircctors in succcss'ion 

is vulnerable to bn~tlksln continuity of pl<lll and plIrpoi{('; to an evaluntor of 
1\C.3I e.<.:l 

such an evaluation, lack -e-f knowledge of such a leadership change could lead 

to erroneous conclusions regarding caURCH for ol)scrvcd limited cvaluation impact. 

A change in the client group of either the program or the evaluation is also 

important. For instance, a significant fraction of evaluntionR that have had 

little or no eventual decision impact appear to fall victim to the "vanishihg 

advocate" ,syndrome, in which the person who originally conunissioned the evalua-

tion has moved to another professional position, only to be replaced by soneone 

unsympathetic to the original purposes of the evaluation (cf. Chaiken et a .. :., .\ 

1975). 

The seventh entry in Table 2, (vii) methodology, (the formal and ift~aNtH: 

1'l"geessiA8 af 1Afal'lfta.a~ft-:l:eadirtt;--~8"1uttti:ve-f:.!·H(H:fl~ I is a pivotol component 

of evaluation process. It appl'tlrS to be thlR ('ompOlwnt, evaluation techniqUe amI 

methodology as applied in pta(~ t h-c, that h(JH receIved TlIost scrutiny by evaluators 

of evaluations. Perhaps this Is because manlpulcltion of numbers is one of the 

few elements of evaluati6n process that can be replicated and sctutinized by others 

v .. .. 
-I 
1 
t 
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after termination of the evaluation. And statistical procedure appears to be 

associated with 'apparently universal "scif!ntific" measures of accountability. 

But one shou1d not fall prey to the trap of misplaced emphasis on statistical 

method. A statistically-elegant evaluation may be seriously flawed in other 

respects and ~tatiotical correctness by no means guarantees decision impact. 

On the other hand, a statistically flawed evaluation may indeed present imperfect 

information to decisio~makers; the imperfections may lead to decisions that 

would have been improved if more accurate information had been available; the 

"costs" of stich imperfect information can be considerable. Yet, when balanced 

with other components of evaluation process, it is quite possible that a statis- ~. 
tically-flawed evaluation can stili present u~eful information to decisioo-makers--...., 

where usefulness implies decisions being made that are in some sense "better" than 

those that would have been made in the total absence of the evaluation.* *ft o[d~[ 

to place in perspective the importance of statistical procedure and to estimate 
I 

the cost of statistical error, we would argue strongly for a comprehensive eva1u-

ation of evaluation process, as reflected by the other elements in Table 2. 

The eighth and final entry in the Table is (viii) communication of final 

evaluation findings. Included here is the final report, its structure, content, 

level and style of presentation being important parts of the communication 

process. But also important are oral presentations, use of teaching aids to 

convey the essential results, and other ,activities and devices for communicatiort 

and dissemination of results. For instance, a methodologically flawless evalua
at s~:'Of5 or c.."'t:II-t~ 

tion whose findings are unintelligible to dec'! ~ Oil maket:s will have at best marginal 

impact. 

To summarize our discussion of evaluation process, considerable evaluatioh. 

and program activity evolves over time, much of it unforseeable at the evaluation 

design stage. These activities influence tIle content and quality of evaluative 

*Refer to the used car buyer example. 

.. L 
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information that is collected, in turn influencing the evaluative findings. 

I 

Because of this causal ch~in in the dynamics of an evaluation itself, elements 
~, 

of evaluation process should be made known to potential "consumers" of the 

evaluation's findings, thereby providing a type of self-reported quality 

measure to be attached to the findings. Scrutiny of etatistieal methodology 

alone is insufficient, representing a narrow focus on only one aspect of 

evaluation process. 

Any attempt to demarcate the boundary between evaluation process and 

evaluation outcome is done in the presence of ambigui,ty and controversy. 

Still, the inherent difficulties should not act to preclude discussion 

on this vital matter. To provide one input to the debate, we take a firm 

stand on evaluation outcome, motivated by our decision orientation: 
euo..luAi(OI\ ou1umc:.s 

yltiLmat" gytgglRQS of aA QV&luati.oA are the decisions (re~tJlrce allocations) 

influenced by the evalua.t'ion. Most evaluators discover the decision con"" 

sequences of their evaluation only long after submission of the final g¥atua-

~ report, if at all; because of this, it is inappropriate for those Whl 

~"'t 
evaluate evaluations to judge their ~ only from reading the final r~port 

(Larson et aI, 1979). The time period of the evaluation of an evaluation 

must extend beyond that of the original evaluation if.J.l-o.~ to attempt to 

assess its ultimate decision consequences. 

In Table 3 we have summarized five distinct types of decisions that 

may be influenced by nn evaluation. For eacll, there nrc difficult questions 

relating to (1) the influence of this particular evaluation on the decision 

maker's action versus the role of knowledge gained elsewhere; (2) the fact 

that any retrospective analysis has a cut-nff tlmo, nnd tH'tiolll'l o('('lIrrinr, 

v 
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TABLE 3 

Evaluation Outcomes 

Evaluation Outcomes: The deci i l f1 sons' fI ',uenced by the evaluation. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Decision by funding agency to fund, f d d 
re un , rno ify or cancel program. 

Decision by program staff to modifv any of 
J the program procedures. . 

Decisiort by members of the client group to 1 
in the program. a tar participation patterns 

Decision by one or more members of the research 
th / community to study further e questions issues raised in the evaluation. 

Decision by one or more other funders and/or program personnel (in other 
jurisdictions) to initiate, modify, or t2rminate similar programs. 

------~------------------------------------------------------------~--~--------------~ ............. 1 ............ ~ ........ -
... 
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after than,time cannot be inc1uded in the assessment of decision impact; 

(3) retention of the status quo is itsalf i1 deC'ision, but one particulnrly 

difficult to attribute to knowledge gained from an evaluation. 

"The funding agency's decision" (to fund, refund, modify or cancel the 

program) is an obvious one, especially since program funding agencies fund 

so many evaluations for this very purpose. And problems of attribution 

and causality are not really so I:roublesome here as they are with other 

decisions listed in Table 3. That is, it is not a rare event for a funding 

agency to refund, modify or cancel a program based on information from an 

evaluation of that program. 

Likewi~e, "the program's staff operational decision" (to modify any 

of the program procedures) can in many cases be linked directly with an 

evaluation, particularly w~en elements of evaluations process are known. 

More difficult to link cdusally to the evaluation is "the program client 

group's decision" to aiter p:lrtlclpaLion patterns in the program. gvalUdt!ons 

are usually funded by agencies or groups other than program clients, and bkus 
, 

in many (if not most) instances the evaluation findings may not even be avdil-

able to the clients; if available, the findings may not be widely known 

throughout the client population. And even if they are known, it is not 

clear how that knowledge would influence participation patterns. For instance, 

clients of a human services program that received a primarily negative evdiua-
stili 

tion may/have no choice about where to receive that service, and thus 

they would continue their participation even with knowledge of program flaws. 

Perhaps the final two decision types listed in Table 3: "the research 

community's decision" and "the decision of those involved in related programs" 

have the longest term impact. gl.lch of t1I1.!HU typos of dcc.tBinna uppeurs ortan 

to be made on tha basis of collective knowledge, anyone evaluation contributing 

" -26-

perhaps only marginally to the knowledge pool. (See, for example, the litera

ture on "metaevaluation" research, e.g., Glass [1976J and Rosenthal [1978j.) 

Researchers and agency auministtators in other jurisdictions must at best 

be called "second-order decisiolimakers," since they are not directly involved '-' . 
With the program being evaluated or the evaluation. But given our decision 

frllmework, to ey-clude them wlluhl preclude any flndlng of long term or wide 

spread consequences of an cvaluution. As an eXlImplc, perhaps the largest 

* ultimate impact of the 1S}j6 !4.terary Digest !!:?11., which predicted Alf Landon 

Co win over Franklin Delano Roosevelt in a landslide, was a commitment by 

the evaluation and survey research methodology conununities to learn more 

about the threat of selection bias. (The Salk Polio Vaccine trials in the 

1950's also had this effect.) 

Evaluation Documenta tion Requi rements, 

:'v~-t 
The frameworkA described i.o t;1)Q SQctiOA 2.:2 has implica tions for documen-

tation of program evaluations. Given our deHnition of comprehensive eva1Ua

tion and our-listing of inputs. procesaCB llnd outcome.,;, th<l information 

required to do a comprehensive evaluation of evaluations can become considerable. 

Whether or not an indl!llCmclell t .Q~.J,uat:J.ol\ ·.o£,,~n-~\I.'Oll,""ti~. is to be performed, 

documentation in the final report of , inputs, processes and outcomes (as far 
IJ 

as possibl,e) of the evaluation .would seem -to- be essuI1tial to incraase its 

utility to decision makers. 

As we discovered in an empLrical study of criminal justice program 

evaluations (Larson et aI, 1979), current evaluation documentation practice 

is uneven or sorely lacking. Of the t'oughly 200 studies in the sample. only 

4 percent indicated the percentage of the program budget allocated for the 

evalu~.tion, and only 2 percent indicated total evaluation budget. 

*!!!,e Literary Digest, Vol. 121, No.1, Junuary 4,1936, Punk & Wngnalls Go., 
354 ... 360 Fourth Avenuo, N~w York, New York. 
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'1'hitty-one percent or the rCI)()rts in the sample r('porteu the totnl dura-

I:ion of the evaluation, while 8 percent at least indicated (though not 

always explicitly) the timing of the evaluation with respect to the program 

being evaluated. None of the reports described the professional or other 

attributes of either program staff or evaluation personnel. Finally p 

while 90 percent of the reports made at least some reference to the context 

or purpose of the effort, actual potential users of the eva~,uations were 

rarely identified explicitly. Only 58 percent of chI:' rcp,lrts contained 

an analysis of program goals, and only 4 7 perce~1 t di.scuss(,\d the program's 

client group in any way. 

Evaluation process components fared much worse than evaluation inputs 

in the sample of final reports. The constituent parts of evaluation process ~ 

listed in Table 2 were rar(!ly if ever included in the final reports. In bur 1 
review of the evaluation research literature, we have found that elements 

of evaluation process do' appear in the growing number of anecdotal reports 

on non-utilization (e.g., Weiss, 1977). But there appears to be little 

tradition of evaluators routinely reporting on their own evaluation proceys. 

Such lack of self-reporting reduces the ability of decisioo .... makers to assess .... 
the quality of information produced by the evaluation. !\nd'r ~tlformnt1.on on 

.~ 

evaluation process could only serve to enhance evaluators' and prngram 

managers' awareness of evaluation limitations and pitfalls, thus leading to 

improvement of evaluation practice. 

Evaluation outcomes in terms of decisions influenced by the evaluatioH 

are rarely documented in the final report, due in part to the timing of the 
/11'1/ 

f1nal report with respect to decisions yet to be made. ~ f.ven after decisiorts 

are made, it is often exceedingly difficult to estimate what influence (if 
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any) the evaluation had on the decisions. Here, it seems we need new methods 

for informaHon feedback during the evaluation, follow-up, attribution artd 

documentatibn. 

Thtl9, we can at present only make a plea for more complete self

reportitlg of evaJ.uation inputs and process. Self-reporting is open to 

criticism on grounds of objectivety, particularly in the area of evaluatiotl 

process. Yet even imperfect information in this area would be more valuable 

than the present state of nearly no information. Particularly for those 

second-order decisio~akers not directly affiliated with the program 

being evaluated, it seems that at least rudimentary knowl2dge of evaluation 

inputs and process would be necessary to assess the possible relevance of 

the findings to them. 
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IV. SUl-lMARY AN» SUGm~S'l'lm RBSBARCII 

We have proposed that evaluation is a process produc~ns information that can 

be evaluated on the basis of its relevance and anticipated benefit to decision 

makers; in times of fiscal constraint, there can be no other justification for 

program evaluation. 

We have proposed two simple constructs that we believe may be of assistartce 

in the evaluating of evaluations. In the first, we utilize a simple decision 

tree approach to demonstrate certain properties of the situation confront-

ing a decision maker who is anticipating paying for an evaluation. T~is example 

demonstrated that the decision to evaluate is itself an allocatj~n of resources 

which can only be justified if .the expected benefits outwe~gh the expected costs 

of the evaluation. It also showed how imperfect evaluat.iotlS reduce the antil"i

pated benefits for the decis10n~ker, but that even imperfect ~nformation i~ 

often useful in carrying out improved decisio~aking. It can also be a ratill~al 
allocation of resources to spend money to evaluate an eva1uator. And, when Idok

irig at past decisions to conduct evaluations, one must attempt to replicate th.e 

state of information available to the decisi0rCmaker at the time of the evaluation 

decision. This first simple construct nlso was shown to be a generalization of 

the classic two alternative hypothesis Javaluation design. Issues of costs of 

evaluation error, cost of evaluator, and biasing of the evaluation design in 

various ways, can all be addressed within such a simple decision analytic frame

work. But also as discussed in Section~~ most often evaluations are much more 

complicated than those illustrated by the simple decision trees in Figures t and 

2, thareby relegating these constructs moru to th~ r.eu1m of conceptualization 

than'to implementation. 
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Paralleling program operation, an evaluation can ~~ cl~nracterized by 

inputs, process, and outcomeS. In our second construct, we provide lists .. 
of each, arguing that the only ultimate outcomes of an evaluation are 

. 
decisions 111fluenced by the eva lunt 1011. ThuR, however <1j r f ku 1 t to m,'llS\I!·(', 

.t!pf! the ~ of an evaluation must be judged on the basis of resources 

(re)allocated as a consequence of evaluation information p~ovided. Evalua-
,. . ~\. 

tions of evaluations per se have several potential purposes: to provide an 

independent assessment to decisio~make~~ of the quality of information 
v . 

contained in an evaluadon; to pr011ide guidance in selecting an evaluator; 

to assimilate "research knowledge" from a number of separate but similar 
W 

progr8llls;(to provide a vehicle for examining the evaluation enterprise 

itself. Our concern for eva1uation inputs. processes, and outcomes extends 

to recommendations for improved evaluation documentation in these areas. 

Further work is ~eeded to devise methods for carrying out comprehen-

sive evaluations of evaluations, within time and budget constraints that 

are acceptable to potential decision makers. Numerous important questiods 

abound: Who should conduct evaluations of evaluations? When is self-repott~g 

of evaluation inputs and process adequate? How do we measure the effect of 

evaluation information on a decision? How do we historically recreate a 

decision maker's state of (imperfect) knowledge at the time of decision? 

Should different evaluation 'criteria be applied to evaluations that were 

performed after program implementation and to those done during program 

implementation? In the latter case, is it fair to expect greater "decision

impact"? HQw much greater? If a follow-on program is instituted to measure 

an evaluation's ultimate impact, who should fund it and who should do it? 

Each of these questions provide fruitful areas for future study. 
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'0 , 

Notes 

This definition of decision is taken from Howard (1966). "'Irrevocable' does 
not imply 'for all time,' but at least for the next s1i\ort time interval that: 
an allocation of at least one resource has been made. That is, a decision, 
is not a 'decision to make a decision,' but rather the concrete action impiied 
by the decision. After any time interval, a d~cision may be replaced by another 

i " decision, perhaps based on updated informat on. 

The small Roman numeral in parentheses identifies the particular point in 
Table 2. 
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